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We study the connections between dynamical properties of Schro dinger
operators H on separable Hilbert space H and the properties of corresponding
spectral measures. Our main result establishes a relation for the moment of order
p of the form
( ( |X| p) (t))(T )#T &1 |
T
0
& |X| p2 e&itH&2H dtL, pd (T ). (1)
Here L, pd (T ) is a function connected to the behavior of the Fourier transform of
measures in the subclass of measures absolutely continuous with respect to the
spectral measure + . Beyond the intrinsic interest of the general formulation (1),
this result allows us to derive necessary conditions for dynamical localization in the
presence of a pure point spectrum. On the other hand, if we focus on subsequences
of time TkZ+, we can exhibit lower bounds which are, in certain cases, strictly
larger than the well-known power-law lower bound for all T expressed in terms of
the Hausdorff dimension of spectral measures.  1999 Academic Press
Key Words: Schro dinger operators; spectral measure; double-space method;
correlation dimensions; moment of order p; dynamical localization.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of dynamical properties of quantum systems through fractal
dimensions of spectral measures has attracted much attention in recent
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years. Consider a separable Hilbert space H, equal either to l2(Zd) or
L2(Rd), a normalized vector  in H, and a self-adjoint operator H: H 
H. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the Cesaro mean at
time T of the moments of order p for , i.e.
(( |X| p) (t))(T )#T &1 |
T
0
((t), |X| p (t)) dt, (2)
where (t)=e&itH=* # R e
&it* dPH((&, *])  is the solution at time t
of the Schro dinger equation for H with initial condition . The projected
valued measure PH is the spectral family of H. One can also consider the
case of discrete time evolution, where (t)=U t, t # Z, for some unitary
operator U (see Appendix A).
The first results concerning behaviour of (( |X| p) (t))(T ) and fractal
properties of spectral measures are due to Guarneri [8] who provides,
for models on l2(Zd), a lower bound for the moments of order p from
the knowledge of local behaviour of the spectral measure d+ #
d(PH(&, *] , ). Namely, assume that + is uniformly :-Ho lder
(abbreviated U:H), i.e., there exist : in [0, 1] and a finite constant c such
that, for all = in (0, 1) and + -a.e. x, one has +(x&=, x+=)c=:. Then,
it is proven in [8] that for all T>1,
(( |X| p) (t))(T )c+ T
:( pd ), (3)
where c+ is a constant depending only on + . Later on, Combes [4]
extended this result to models in the continuous case, i.e., for operators
H acting on L2(Rd). Improvements of the techniques lead to a larger
exponent : in (3) (see [2, 12]). All the methods used are based on the
same argument. Consider the case H=l2(Zd) and denote by [$n]n # Zd its
canonical basis. If there exists c, depending only on + , such that for all n
in Zd and T larger than 1
( |(t, n)|2)(T )#T &1 |
T
0
|($n , (t))|2 dtcT &:, (4)
then
B(T, N)# :
n # Zd, |n|N
( |(t, n)|2)(T )c(2N+1)d T &:, (5)
where | } | denotes the sup norm in Zd. For N(T )=(T :c)1d4, we thus have
(( |X| p) (t))(T )N(T ) p :
n # Zd, |n|>N(T )
( |(t, n)|2)(T )
=N(T ) p (1&B(T, N(T )))c$T :( pd ). (6)
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Clearly, the key estimate in this method is inequality (4). This property can
be obtained if, for all complex measures d&n(*)#d(PH(&, *] , $n), we
can found a uniform upper bound of the type
( |&^n(t)|2)(T )#T &1 |
T
0 } |R e&it* d&n(*) }
2
dtc+ T
&:, (7)
for some finite constant c+ depending only on + . Actually, the Strichartz
Theorem [16] (see Theorem C.1 in Appendix C) provides such an estimate
under the assumption that + is U:H. One can observe that using the
upper bound (4) uniform in n is not the best way to estimate B(T, N).
In fact, the values |(t, n)|2 are not independent for different n and
one can expect that B(T, N) is significantly less than (2N+1)d
supn( |(t, n)| 2)(T ). The main idea of this paper is to evaluate B(T, N)
directly, representing this quantity as a scalar product in the space HH.
this method was used by Tcheremchantsev in [20, 21] to study dynamical
properties for Markovian Anderson model. In our case we obtain
B(T, N)c0Nd2(S(T &1))12, (8)
where S(z)=z +0 exp(&t
2z2) |+^(t)|2 dt, and for some constant c0
depending on . This in turn gives
(( |X| p) (t))(T )c1(S(T &1))&pd. (9)
The function S(T &1) is very close (up to logarithmical factors) to
the autocorrelation function C(T )=T &1 T0 |(, e
&itH)|2 dt. Thus, the
inequality (9) establishes a direct relation between two important dynamical
quantities of the quantum system. The advantage of the estimates (8) and
(9) is that we do not assume any continuity properties for the spectral
measure + , and the result is valid for any T,  with some constants
depending only on p and d. In particular, if one has information on
S(T &1k ) for a subsequence TkZ+, we get the corresponding lower
bound for (( |X| p) (t))(Tk).
The standard method to improve the estimates (6) or (9) consists in
using the bounds (5) or (8) for some . such that (, .){0 (see [2, 12]).
We then obtain our main result (Theorem 2.5), i.e., for any .{0 and
T>1,
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp,  &.&&2 |(, .)|2+4pd (S.(T &1))&pd. (10)
In L2(Rd), inequality (10) is valid for . such that .=PH([&R, R]) ., for
some R>0 (and the constant cp,  also depending on R).
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What is important in this result, is the control of the constant depending
on ., which does not appear in the main stream approach [2, 4, 8, 12]
where +. is U:H.
There are two possible ways to apply this result. In a traditional manner,
one can choose some . and then study the behaviour of S.(z) as z  0.
This behaviour is determined by correlations dimensions of measure +. .
With this approach we obtain most of existing results about the power-law
estimates
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cT ;( pd ), (11)
with ; depending on p, d, and the Hausdorff dimension of + , but also
more general bounds like
(( |X| p) (t))(T )h(T ),
where h(T )0, and lim supT  + h(T )=+. Not imposing a power-law
behaviour to h allows to refine the lower bound by approaching the upper
oscillations of (( |X| p) (t))(T ). In particular, one can obtain lower
bounds for subsequences of time TkZ+ better than estimate (11) with
T=Tk .
The second approach consists in taking a different . for each value of T,
since (10), with a fixed ., is not necessary optimal as T  +. Let us fix
, p and consider for simplicity the case H=l2(Zd). For any T>0 one
can define the function
L, pd (T )=sup
.{0
&.&&2 |(, .)| 2+4pd (S.(T &1))&pd.
Thus, from (10), (( |X| p) (t))(T )cp,  L, pd (T ), for any T>1. The
function L, pd (T ) gives us the ‘‘ideal’’ lower bound at any time T and is
achieved for . in (10) depending on T. This is a completely new possibility
which does not exist in the traditional approach using Strichartz’s
Theorem. We apply this method to different examples showing that the
optimal lower bound L, pd (T ) may be significantly better than any of the
bounds obtained with a fixed .. For one of these examples, we have a
vector  such that L, pd (T )T # with #>0, whereas + is pure point.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give our central
Theorem 2.1 which implies the estimates (8) and (9). We then refine the
method to get the estimate (10) (Theorem 2.5), and we state important
corollaries. In Section 3 we given direct applications of Theorem 2.5. In
particular, we obtain a necessary condition for dynamical localization in
the case of pure point spectrum. In Appendix A we adapt our results to the
discrete time case. We discuss some consequences of Corollaries 2.10 and
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2.14 in Appendix B. In particular, we emphasize the role of the so-called
correlation dimensions and Hausdorff dimension of the spectral measures.
The last appendix is devoted to Strichartz Theorem and a proof of its
converse.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Our main technical result in this section is Theorem 2.1, whose proof is
based on the idea used by Tcheremchantsev in [20, 21]. It is the key
estimate needed to establish Theorem 2.5 on dynamical properties for
quantum systems. In all this sections, H denotes the Hilbert space l2(Zd)
or L2(Rd), equipped with the usual scalar product ( , ). The statement of
Theorem 2.1 remains true if one considers a general Hilbert space, but it is
sufficient for our purpose to restrict ourselves to the above cases.
If A is an operator acting on H, and  is in the domain of A (form
domain if A=A*), we set (A)  #(, A); For T>0 and for any complex
function g on R, (g)(T ) is the time average T &1 T0 g(t) dt.
Theorem 2.1 (Double-Space Method). Let H be a self-adjoint operator
on H and A a HilbertSchmidt operator on H. Let  # H be such that
&&=1 and for any t>0, ((t), A(t))0, where (t)=e&itH is the solution
at time t of the Schro dinger equation associated to H, with initial condition
. We denote by + the spectral measure of  associated to H. For z>0
define the function
S(z)#z |

0
e&t
2z2 |+^(t)|2 dt
=
- ?
2 |R |R e
&(x& y)2(4z2) d+(x) d+( y), (12)
where +^(t)=R e
&itx d+(x) is the Fourier transform of the finite measure
+ . The following estimate holds,
((A) (t))(T )#T &1 |
T
0
((t), A(t)) dt

e2?14
2
&A&2 (S(T &1))12, (13)
where &A&2 is the HilbertSchmidt norm of A.
Remark 2.2. Note that the operator A is not necessarily positive or self-
adjoint.
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For the proof we first need an intermediate result from the theory of
tensor product of Hilbert spaces (see, e.g., [14]).
Lemma 2.3. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in H with domain D(H ).
Consider the following operator acting on D(H)D(H ),
M0=H1&1H.
This operator is essentially self-adjoint in HH. We shall denote by M it’s
closure. Let
(t)=e&itH, f (t)#(t)C(t),
where C is the complex conjugation operator, i.e., (C)(t, x)=(t, x). Then
we have
f (t)=e&itMf, f =C. (14)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since A is a HilbertSchmidt operator, there
exist two orthonormal basis of H, [.n]n=1 and [/n]

n=1 , and a
monotonely decreasing sequence [En]n=1 , En0 such that
A= :

n=1
En(.n , } ) /n .
Thus, &A&22=

n=1 E
2
n , and we have the identity
((t), A(t))= :

n=1
En(.n , (t))((t), /n). (15)
Now, we write
(.n , (t))((t), /n)=(.n , (t))(C/n , C(t))=(gn , f (t))HH ,
where gn=.n C/n . Equation (15) together with (14) implies
((t), A(t))= :

n=1
En(gn , e&itMf )HH=(g, eitMf )HH , (16)
where g=n=1 En gn=

n=1 En.n C/n . Since [.n]

n=1 and [Xn]

n=1
are orthonormal basis,
&g&2HH= :

n=1
E 2n=&A&22 . (17)
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We shall use now the spectral theorem for the self-adjoint operator M in
HH. Let +Mf be the spectral measure of f. We have
(g, e&itMf )HH=|
R
e&itxg~ (x) d+Mf (x), (18)
where g~ # L2(R, d+Mf ) and
&g~ &L2(R, d+fM)&g&HH (19)
(see, e.g., [1, 8]). The Fourier transform of +Mf is related to that of + in
a very simple manner, namely
+^Mf (t)=( f, e
&itMf )HH=(C, (t)C(t))HH
=|(, (t))|2=|+^(t)|2. (20)
Since for any positive t we have (A) (t) #((t), A(t))0, we obtain
((A)(t))(T )=T &1 |
T
0
((t), A(t)) dt
e2T &1 |

0
e&2t
2T 2((t), A(t)) dt. (21)
We now estimate the function
A(z)#z |

0
e&2t
2z2((t), A(t)) dt,
for z in (0, 1). It follows from (16) and (18) that
A(z)=z |

0
e&2t
2z2 | e&itxg~ (x) d+Mf (x) dt
=
- 2?
4 |R e
&x28z2g~ (x) d+Mf (x)

- 2?
4 \|R e&x
24z2 d+Mf (x)+
12
&g~ &L2(R, d+fM)
=
- 2?
4 \|R \
2z
- ? |

0
e&t
2z2&ixt dt+ d+Mf (x)+
12
&g~ &L2(R, d+fM)
=
?14
2 \z |

0
e&t
2z2+^Mf (t) dt+
12
&g~ &L2(R, d+fM) ,
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which in turn gives together with (17)(21) and the definition of S(T ),
((A) (t)) Te2A(T &1)
e2?14
2
&A&2 S 12 (T
&1). K
The result obtained needs some comments. First, assume that the
measure + we consider is a uniformly :-Ho lder measure (U:H); then from
Theorem C.1 due to Strichartz, we have ( |+^(t)|2)(T )=( |(, (t))|2)(T )
cT &:, whence, integrating by parts in (12), S(z)c~ z:. In this case,
(13) is equivalent to the statement of the Theorem 3.2 of Last [12] with
p=2 (for positive operators A). On the other hand, if one only knows that
( |+^(t)|2)(T )cT &:, then, with A=(., } ) . for some . # H, Theorem 2.1
gives ( |(., (t))|2)(T )c~ T &:2 &.&2, which is consistent with the fact
that, in this case, + is at least U(:2) H (see Theorem 3.1 in [12]).
The result of Theorem 2.1 is, however, much more general than the
result mentioned above. Indeed, we do not assume any continuity properties
of spectral measure, and the LHS of (13) is directly connected to the
Fourier transform of the spectral measure + through S(z).
Corollary 2.4. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on H. If H=L2(Rd),
we suppose that H=&2+Q(x) with Q+ # K locd and Q& # Kd (see, e.g.,
[18] for the definitions). We pick  a normalized vector in H and denote
(t)=e&itH. Furthermore, if H=L2(Rd), we assume that there exists
R>0 such that PH([&R, R]) =, where PH is the spectral family for H.
For F<N being the characteristic function of the closed ball of radius N in
Zd, for H=l2(Zd) (resp. in Rd, for H=L2(Rd)), we define
B(T, N)#T &1 |
T
0
&F<N (t)&2 dt.
Then, there exists a finite constant c (depending on R if H=L2(Rd)) such
that for all N # N and all T>0, the following estimate holds,
B(T, N)cNd2(S(T &1))12. (22)
Proof. If H=l2(Zd), then one has
B(T, N)=((A) (t))(T ),
where A=n # Zd, |n|N ($n , } ) $n , and $n(k)=$n, k . As
&A&2=(Card[n # Zd : |n|N])12(2N+1)d2,
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the result of Theorem 2.1 gives immediately (22). If H=L2(Rd), we first
define the operator KN as follows: Let  # H, then
(KN)(x)=F<N (x).
Since =PH([&R, R]) , we can write
|
|x|N
|(t, x)|2 dx=(KNPH([&R, R]) (t), (t))0.
It follows from the result of Simon [18] that the operator
A=KNPH([&R, R])
is HilbertSchmidt in L2(Rd) and &A&2C(R) N d2, which, together with
Theorem 2.1, implies (22). K
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a self-adjoint operator which satisfies conditions
of Corollary 2.4, and two vectors , &&=1, and .{0 in H. In the case
H=L2(Rd), we also assume that PH([&R, R]) .=. for some R>0.
Then, for all T>0, we have
(( |X| p) (t))(T )#T &1 |
T
0
((t), |X| p (t)) dt
cp, (R) &.&&2 |(, .)| 2+4( pd ) (S.(T &1))&pd, (23)
where cp, (R) is a constant depending on p, , and on R if H=L2(Rd).
Remark 2.6. We do not assume that (t) belongs to the domain of
|X| p2. This means that the quantity to the left hand side in (23) may be
infinite. In this case the inequality is trivially true.
Proof. We shall give it in the case H=l2(Zd). If H=L2(Rd) it is
essentially the same. Let us first suppose that  and . are chosen such that
=.+/, with (., /)=0, .{0. It is easy to check that
B(T, N)&/&2+B.(T, N)+2 &/& (B.(T, N))12. (24)
As B.(T, N)&.&2&&2, and &&2=&.&2+&/&2 (24) implies
B(T, N)&&2&&.&2+c(B.(T, N))12. (25)
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Let us choose N(T )=a &.&8d (S.(T &1))&1d. With the result of
Corollary 2.4 applied to the vector ., we obtain from (25)
B(T, N(T ))&&2&
&.&2
2
,
if aa0(), where a0 is a strictly positive constant depending only on 
(and on R in the continuous case). We shall take a=a0() in the definition
of N(T ). The moments of the position operator can be now estimated in
a standard manner,
(( |X| p) (t))(T )=T &1 |
T
0 \ :n # Zd |n|
p |(t, n)|2+ dt
T &1 |
T
0 \ :|n|>N(T ) |n|
P |(t, n)|2+ dt
N p(T )(&&2&B(T, N(T )))

a p0()
2
&.&2+(8pd ) (S.(T &1))&pd. (26)
As =.+/, where (., /)=0, one has (, .)=&.&2, therefore (26)
implies (23).
Consider now the general case. Let . # H be such that .{0. If
(, .)=0, the estimate (23) is trivially true, so we can assume that
(, .){0. One can write the identity
=
(, .)
&.&2
.+/#.~ +/,
where (.~ , /)=0, .~ {0. We see that &.~ &=&.&&1 |(, .)| and for any
z # (0, 1)
S.~ (z)=&.&&8 |(, .)|4 S.(z).
The estimate (23) follows directly from the bound (26) with .~ in the right
hand side. K
Before stating corollaries of the previous theorem, let us first define the
growth exponents of the moments of order p as follows
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Definition 2.7. For  normalized in H and any p>0, we define the
two growth exponents
:+(, p)=lim sup
T  +
log (( |X| p) (t))(T )
log T
,
:&(, p)=lim inf
T  +
log (( |X| p) (t))(T )
log T
.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are
satisfied. For any , &&=1, and .{0 in H, define the function
L, pd (., T )=&.&&2 |(, .)|2+4pd (S.(T &1))&pd. (27)
(1) If H=l2(Zd), let
L, pd (T )# sup
.: .{0
L, pd (., T ). (28)
Then we have
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp, L, pd (T ). (29)
In particular, for
#+\, pd+#lim supT  +
log L, pd (T )
log T
, #&\, pd+# lim infT  +
log L, pd (T )
log T
,
we get, for the growth exponents defined above
:+(, p)#+\, pd+ , :&(, p)#&\,
p
d+ . (30)
(2) If H=L2(Rd) let, for a given 0<R<,
WR=[.: . # H, .{0, PH([&R, R]) .=.],
and
L, R, pd (T )= sup
.: . # WR
L, pd (., T ). (31)
Then we have
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp, (R) L, R, pd (T ),
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and relations (30) also hold for
#+ \, pd+# supR: R>0 lim supT  +
log L, R, pd (T )
log T
,
#& \, pd+# supR: R>0 lim infT  +
log L, R, pd (T )
log T
.
Remark 2.9. (i) We emphasize here that the growth exponents #\ are
obtained by optimizing over . for each given T. This approach is substan-
tially different as those done in previous works [2, 8, 12]. In particular,
this enables us to take .=PI with I smaller and smaller with T (PI being
the spectral projection over I ). We will use this technique in Section 3. We
also strongly believe that (29) can be use to prove that intermittency occurs
in certain cases (see, e.g., [3] and references therein for a definition).
(ii) We will show in Lemma 3.1 that, for any  # H, the two
exponents #\(; pd ) are entirely determined by the properties of spectral
measure + (and depend also on the positive parameter pd ). Therefore one
can call them dynamical exponents of the measure + .
Let us now present an application of the previous results to a problem
treated recently in [9]. We present it here since the result can be deduced
in a very short way from (29).
Example. Lower bound on upper oscillations of the moments in term
of packing dimension.
Let H=H* be defined on l2(Zd),  # D(H ) and + be the spectral
measure associated to  and H. We define the packing dimension as
dimP(+)#+&ess.sup d +(x),
where
d +(x)#lim sup
=  0
log +((x&=, x+=))
log =
.
We denote by I jN=(( j&1) 2
&N, j2&N], j # Z, N # N, the jth interval in the
dyadic partition JN of R and by AN, =  j # JN, = I
j
N , =>0, where JN, = #
[ j # Z | +(I jN)<2
&N(dim P(+)&=)]. By definition, we have +(j N j AN, =)
+([x | d +(x)>dimP(+)&=])>0, therefore, following a BorelCantelli
argument in [9], there exists a sequence (Nk)k # N such that +(ANk , =)>N
&2
k .
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Thus, for Tk=2Nk+1 - Nk and .k=FANk , =(H ) , where FA denotes the
characteristic function of the set A, we obtain from inequality (29) in
Corollary 2.8
(( |X| p) (t))(Tk)
&.k&2+(8pd ) \|ANk , = d+(x) |ANk , = d+( y) e
&(x& y)2 T 2k 4+
&pd
N&2&(8pd ) \ :j # JNk , = |I jNk \||x& y|<2&Nk F(ANk , =) d+( y)
+|
|x& y|2&Nk
e&(x& y)
2 T 2k4 d+( y)+ d+(x)+
&pd
N &2&(8pd )k (2
&Nk(dim P(+)&=)+1+e&Nk)&pd
c(log Tk)&2&(8+(dim P(+)&=)2)( pd ) T (dim P(+)&=)( pd )k .
Thus, for this model, we get :+(, p)dimP(+)( pd ). Note that by definition,
the packing dimension dimP(+) is not smaller than the Hausdorff dimension
dimH(+) (see equality (57) in Appendix B), with a strict inequality in some
cases (see [9] and references therein). Consequently, this bound for
the subsequence (Tk)k # N is a lower bound for the upper oscillations of
(( |X| p) (t))(T ), strictly better than the one involving dimH(+) uniform
in T, obtained, e.g., in [2, 12] (see also Appendix B). Remark that the
latter can easily be recovered as above by taking A=[x # R | d
 +
(x)#
lim inf=  0(log +((x&=, x+=))log =)>dimH(+)&=], which is a set inde-
pendent of T.
The next corollary of Theorem 2.5 is
Corollary 2.10. Let h: (0, 1)  R+ _ [+] be any non-negative
function. Consider the following set in H:
D(h)#[. # H : _c.< s.t., for any z # (0, 1), S.(z)c. h(z)].
Let L(h) be the closure of the linear combinations of vectors in D(h). If
 # H is such that the orthogonal projection PL(h)  of  on L(h) is non-
zero, then for all T1,
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(( |X| p) (t))(T )c(h(T &1))&pd, (32)
for some strictly positive constant c uniform in T.
Proof. Since PL(h){0, there exists . # D(h) such that (, .){0. If
H=l2(Zd), the estimate (32) follows directly from Theorem 2.5. If
H=L2(Rd), then one considers .R=PH([&R, R]) .. For R large
enough, (, .R){0. Furthermore,
S.R(z)=
- ?
2 |[&R, R] |[&R, R] e
&(x& y)24z2 d+.(x) d+.( y)S.(z)
c.h(z). (33)
The result now follows from (33) and the statement of Theorem 2.5. K
Remark 2.11. Note that in the definition of D(h), we have no assumption
on the regularity of h(z), except that it has to be defined for all z in (0,1).
In particular, given a decreasing sequence [zk]k # N , zk z0, and a positive
sequence [hk]k # N , hk  0, we can set h(z)=hk if z=zk for some k # N,
and + elsewhere. In this case the Theorem 2.10 gives a lower bound for
the moments, for the values of time Tk=z&1k . The advantage is that we are
not reduced to choose h(z) of the form zK for some K; thus, the behaviour
that we obtain is very likely to be better than the one we could obtain by
imposing to h a power-law behaviour for all T. Actually, this is what
happens in the example treated above.
The last corollary that one can deduce from Theorem 2.5 establishes a
relation between the exponents of the moment of order p and the correlation
dimensions of the spectral measure.
Lemma 2.12. Let H=H*, and  normalized in H. We denote C(T )#
( |+^ |2)(T )=T &1 T0 |(, e
&itH)|2 dt. Then there exists a finite constant c
depending on  such that for any T>1.
C(T )eS(T &1)c log TC(T log T ). (34)
In particular, this implies for 1(=)# +((x&=, x+=)) d+(x),
D&2 (+)#lim inf
=  0
log 1(=)
log =
=lim inf
z  +0
log S(z)
log z
=lim inf
T  
log C(T )
&log T
, (35)
D+2 (+)#lim inf
=  0
log 1(=)
log =
=lim sup
z  +0
log S(z)
log z
=lim sup
T  
log C(T )
&log T
. (36)
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Remark 2.13. The quantities D\2 (+) are the so-called correlation
dimensions of the measure + (see, e.g., [2, 10] and references quoted
therein).
Proof. The first inequality in (34) is obvious. Deriving the second
inequality can be done by writing
S(z)=z \|
|log z|z
0
e&t
2z2 |+^ |2 (t) dt+|

|log z|z
e&t
2z2 |+^ |2 (t) dt+
|log z| C \ |log z|z ++z &&4.
The first two equalities in (35) and (36) were proven in [2, 10]; the last
two equalities follow directly from (34). K
Let . be such that (, .){0, and .=PH([&R, R]) . for some R>0
in the case H=L2(Rd). Define
l()= sup
.: (, .){0
D&2 (+.), u()= sup
.: (, .){0
D+2 (+.).
One always has 0l()u()1.
Corollary 2.14. Let  # H, &&=1. The following estimates hold:
:&(, p)
p
d
l(), :+(, p)
p
d
u(). (37)
Therefore, for any =>0, there exists a positive constant c, = such that for all
T>1,
(( |X| p) (t))(T )c, =T pd(l()&=), (38)
and there exists an increasing sequence [Tn]n=1 , Tn   such that
(( |X| p) (t))(Tn)c, = T pd(u()&=)n . (39)
Actually, the first inequality in (37) for the lower exponent :& is now a
well-known fact [2, 12], although stated here in an unusual form (see
details in Appendix B). However, this is a new result for :+.
Remark 2.15. The numbers l() and u() remain unchanged if, in the
definition, one takes the supremum over the . such that .=PH(K)  for
some compact set K.
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We conclude this section with useful comments on the differences
between the three Corollaries 2.8, 2.10, and 2.14.
Remark 2.16. One can see from the definition of L, pd (T ), L, R, pd(T ),
u(), and l() that
#&\, pd+
p
d
l(), #+\, pd+
p
d
u().
Therefore, Corollary 2.8 gives a better result when compared to
Corollary 2.14. This due to the fact that when we take the higher correlation
dimension D\2 (+.) in Corollary 2.14, it amounts in Eq. (23) to choose a
vector ., then calculating the correlation dimensions by looking at the
asymptotic in 0 for S(z) (i.e., in the limit T=z&1  ), and then optimizing
over all the possible .; whereas, in Corollary 2.8, the optimization over .
is done for fixed T, and then one takes the limit T   to get the
asymptotic for the moments, which can only lead to better result.
In the same way, Corollary 2.10 is weaker than Corollary 2.8 basically
for similar reasons: the property needed in the definition of the sets D(h)
is established for a fixed vector ., and for this choice of vector, has to hold
uniformly in T. Nevertheless, the statements of Corollary 2.10 and
Corollary 2.14 are particularly convenient to establish connection with, and
enlarge previous results on lower bounds for moments ([2, 8, 12]) as done
in Appendix B. Note also that there exist positive measures + for which
D+2 (+)>D
&
2 (+) (see [12, Chap. 3, Example 8]). Therefore, one can expect
that for some measures + , u()>l().
3. DYNAMICAL LOCALIZATION
As another application of Corollary 2.8, we derive here necessary conditions
for dynamical localization for operators H having pure point spectrum.
Dynamical localization for a given vector  means that for all p>0 we
have
lim sup
T  
(( |X| p) (t))(T )<.
For convenience, we first show that L, pd (T ) and L, R, pd (T ) defined in
Corollary 2.8 can be rewritten directly in term of the spectral measures.
Lemma 3.1. Let  be a normalized vector in H and + be its spectral
measure. Consider the following sets in L2(R, d+):
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G={g: g(x)0, |R g2(x) d+(x)=1= ,
GR=[g: g # G, supp g/[&R, R]].
For any g # L2(R, d+), we define
K(g, T )= } | g(x) d+(x)}
2+4pd
_\- ?2 || e&(x& y)2 T 24 | g(x)|2 | g( y)|2 d+(x) d+( y)+
&pd
.
Then the following equalities hold,
L, pd (T )= sup
g: g # G
K(g, T ), and L, R, pd (T )= sup
g: g # GR
K(g, T ),
where L, pd (T ) and L, R, pd (T ) were defined in (28) and (31) of
Corollary 2.8.
Note that this result remains valid if + has a continuous part.
Proof. For simplicity, we drop here the indices , pd, and R from L.
Let us first note from definition (12) of S.(z) that L(a., T )=L(., T ) for
any nonzero complex number a. Therefore, L(T )=sup.: &.&=1 L(., T ),
and the same is true for LR(T ).
We now prove that L(T ) and LR(T ) can be achieved by taking . from
the cyclic subspace spanned by . More precisely, if we denote by P the
orthogonal projection on H , the cyclic subspace spanned by  and H, we
want to show, for any .{0 and T>1, that we have
L(., T )L(P., T ), (40)
and the same for LR(T ). Let . # H be such that .{0 and .=.1+.2 ,
where .1=P.. We have
(, .)=(, .1), &.&2=&.1&2+&.2&2. (41)
Furthermore, for any Borel set S we can write
+.(S)=(., PH(S) .)
=(.1 , PH(S) .1)+(.2 , PH(S) .2)+2 Re(.1 , PH(S) .2). (42)
As .1=P. and .2=H we have
(.1 , PH(S) .2)=(., PPH(S) .2)=(., PH(S) P.2)=0.
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We obtain therefore from (42) that +.=+.1++.2 , and thus, S.(z)S.1(z).
With (41) we estimate
L(., T )=(&.1&2+&.2&2)&1 |(, .1)|2+4pd (S.(T &1))&pd
&.1&&2 |(, .1)| 2+4pd (S.1(T
&1))&pd=L(.1 , T ),
which proves (40). A similar inequality for LR(T ) is an immediate consequence
of the fact that if .=PH([&R, R]) ., we have .1=PPH([&R, R]) .=
PH([&R, R]) P.=PH([&R, R]) .1 .
Next, for any . # H there exists g # L2(R, d+) such that &.&H =
&g&L2(R, d+) and
(, .)=| g(x) d+(x), d+.(x)=| g(x)|2 d+(x).
The converse is also true: for any g # L2(R, d+) there exists a corresponding
. # H . If &.&=1, one can verify that L(., T )=K(g, T ). One also has
. # WR if and only if supp g/[&R, R]. Finally, one can observe that
| g(x) d+(x)| | g(x)|d+(x). Therefore it is sufficient to consider only
nonnegative g(x). K
Remark 3.2. The first part of the proof shows that to calculate
L, pd (T ) for a given , it is sufficient to take the supremum over
normalized . in the cyclic subspace generated by .
Now, we focus on the problem of dynamical localization for operators
with pure point spectrum. In the rest of this section, we assume that H is
a self-adjoint operator and  # H is normalized and such that the spectral
measure + is pure point: +=m=1 #m $am , where am # R, am {ak for
m{k, #m>0 and m #m=&&2=1. Any function g in L2(R, d+) is thus
given by its values gm #g(am). Let G, GR be the sets defined in Lemma 3.1.
It is easy to see that g # G if and only if gm0 for any m and  g2m #m=1.
One also has g # GR if and only if g # G and supm: gm>0 |am |R.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1, we get
Corollary 3.3. Let H and  be as described above and cp,  be the
constant of Theorem 2.5, then, for H=l2(Zd),
(i) We have
(( |X| p) (t))(T )
cp,  sup
g # G \ :

m=1
gm#m+
2+4pd
\ :

m, k=1
g2m g
2
k#m#k e
&T 2(am&ak)
24+
&pd
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(ii) For g # G, let
K (g)#{\ :

m=1
gm#m +
2+4pd
\- ?2 :

m=1
g4m#
2
m+
&pd
= .
Then
lim inf
T  
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp,  sup
g # G
K (g).
When H=L2(Rd), (i) and (ii) hold if for any fixed 0<R< we replace
G by GR .
(iii) Let
lim inf
T  
(( |X| p) (t))(T )
cp,  sup
M \\ :

m=M
#m+
1+4pd
\- ?2 :

m=M
#2m+
&pd
+ . (43)
Proof. Part (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from monotone convergence
theorem. Statement (iii) is a consequence of (ii) with g(M) # G defined as
g(M)(am)={
1
(kM #k)
12 if mM (44)
0 elsewhere. K
We now present some applications of the above results:
Example 1. Let H=l2(Zd) and  # H normalized. From (iii) of
Corollary 3.3, if K (g(M))   as M  , we have no dynamical localization
for , i.e., the left hand side of (43) is +. This is true in particular in the
case #m t1m*, * # (1, 32), and if &( pd )#(3&2*) pd+1&*>0.
Part (i) of Corollary 3.3 provides refined estimates if in addition we have
informations on the spacing of the eigenvalues am , as supposed in the two
examples below.
Example 2. Let H=l2(Zd) and  # H normalized. We restrict our-
selves to the case #m=am* (a is a constant of normalization). For g(M)
defined by (44), we have, for K defined in Lemma 3.1 and some constant
c>0 independent of T
K(g(M), T )cM (1&*)(1+4pd)(S (M)(T &1))&pd, (45)
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where
S (M)(z)=
- ?
2 \ :mM #
2
m+ :
k, mM, k{m
#m#k e&(am&ak)
24z2+
#S (M)1 +S
(M)
2 (z). (46)
To get lower bound, we shall take M depending on z=T &1 so that M be
large but at the same time S (M)2 (z)S
(M)
1 . Denote by M(T ) the corre-
sponding choice of M. Then one obtains from (45) and (46)
K(g(M(T )), T )cM(T )&( pd ), with & \pd+ as in Example 1.
We now assume that the distribution of the eigenvalues is such that
inf
m{k
|am&ak |>=>0. (47)
Thus, for arbitrary r>0, if M(T )=T r, we get
S (M)2 (T
&1) :
k, mM, k{m
#m#k e&=
2T 24
cM2&2*e&=2T 24S (M)1 =cM
1&2*,
for T large enough; so finally, if &( pd )>0, there exists c>0 such that
\T>0
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cT r&( pd ).
Example 3. Let H=l2(Zd) and  # H normalized. We assume again
that #m=am*, * # (1, 32), and suppose that am=m&$, $>0. For S (M)2 (z)
defined previously, by comparing the sum with the double integral, on can
show that for all =>0, there exist c1< independent of = and c2(=)<
such that
S (M)2 (z)c1(zM
&2*+$+2+z(2*&2)($+=))+c2(=) M&2*+1.
Therefore, if M(T )=T 1(1+$), 2(*&1)&$>0 and &( pd )>0, we get
(( |X| p) (t))(T )CT &( pd )(1+$). (48)
Eventually, one should stress that the considered examples are purely
theoretical. To get this kind of estimates for ‘‘concrete’’ Schro dinger
operators like H=&2+Q with only point spectrum, one should study the
rate of decay of the coefficient #m . In the case =$0 , one has #m=|em(0)| 2,
where em are the normalized eigenfunctions of H. Thus, if |em(0)| decays
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slowly as m  , the phenomenon of delocalization described above can
take place.
Conversely, if |em(0)| decays sufficiently fast in m, it is known (see, e.g.,
[5, 7]) that localization can occur. Indeed, for Schro dinger operators with
simple pure point spectrum with corresponding eigenfunctions em which
satisfy the SULE condition (see [5]), one has, for some positive # and c
uniform in m (see, e.g., [5, 7])
|em(0)|ce&#m
1d
.
Furthermore, it is proven in this case (see, e.g., [5, 7]), that all the
moments for $0 remain uniformly bounded in time.
In all the above cases, the spectral measure + being pure point, one can
easily see that u()=l()=dimH (+)=0, where u(), l() were defined
in Section 2. However, in Examples 2 and 3, we have #\(, ;)>0 for some
;. This shows that Corollaries 2.8 and 3.3 are significantly stronger than
Corollary 2.14. It is also clear from the bound in Corollary 3.3 that one can
discuss the delocalization property in a more general setting than the one
in the previous examples, just by considering the interplay between am and
the corresponding #m .
APPENDIX
A. Discrete Unitary Groups
We present here an adaptation of our results in the case of a time evolution
described by a discrete unitary group. This occurs, for example, when
one considers Schro dinger operators with periodic time-dependent external
forces, or more generally, periodic in time operators. We consider a one-
parameter family of unitary operators [Ut]t # Z acting on a separable
Hilbert space H, such that U(0)=I, and for all s, t in Z, U(s+t)=
U(s) U(t). It is well known (see, e.g., [1]) that for all normalized  # H
there exists a probability measure _ on [0, 2?] such that for all k # Z
(, U(k) )=|
2?
0
e&ikx d_(x).
The analog of Theorem 2.1, for discrete time evolution, can be stated as
follows:
Theorem A.1. Let A be a HilbertSchmidt operator on H. Let  # H
be normalized and such that for any k # N, ((k), A(k))0, where
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(k)=U(k) . For z # (0, 1), we define the function S (d ) (z) as follows (the
superscript (d) standing for ‘‘discrete’’)
S (d ) (z)=z :

k=0
e&kz |_^(k)|2
=|
2?
0
|
2?
0
1&cos(x& y) e&z
1&2 cos(x& y) e&z+e&2z
d_(x) d_( y),
where _^(k)=2?0 e
&ikx d_(x). Then, for all K1
0((A) (k))(K)#K&1 :
K
k=0
((k), A(k))
e &A&2 (S (d ) (K
&1))12, (49)
where &A&2 is the HilbertSchmidt norm of A.
The proof of the theorem is very similar to the one of Theorem 2.1 and
will be omitted.
Note that the definition of S (d ) (z) is slightly different than the one in the
time-independent case because of the absence of square in the exponential.
This choice is convenient here for clarity of the statements, but it does not
change the results and the strategy of proofs.
Theorem 2.5 on the moment of order p can be rewritten, in the time-
dependent case, as follows:
Theorem A.2. We assume that H=l2(Zd). If  is a normalized vector
in l2(Zd), then, for any .{0, and all K # N"[0], we have
(( |X| p) (k))(K)#K &1 :
K
k=0
((k), |X| p (k))
Cp,  &.&&2 |(, .)|2+4( pd ) (S (d ). (T
&1))&pd, (50)
where Cp,  is a constant depending only on p and .
Remark A.3. (i) Equipped with these two theorems, we deduce
similar bounds as those provided for the time-independent case in
Section 2. In particular, the equivalent of Corollary 2.10 also holds. Thus,
if #=dimH(_) is the Hausdorff dimension of the measure _ , then for all
&>0 there exists c>0 such that for all K # N"[0],
(( |X| p) (k))(K)cK (#&&)( pd ).
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Furthermore, for any increasing subsequence [Kn]n # N in N, if S (d ). (K
&1
n )
c.K &:n for some nonnegative constant c. , some : # [0, 1] and some .
for which (, .){0, then, there exists a strictly positive constant c such
that for all n # N,
(( |X| p) (k))(Kn)cK :pdn .
(ii) If H is a more general separable Hilbert space, the result of
Theorem A.2 remains valid if, for a given orthonormal system (en)n # N of
H, we define the time-averaged moment of order p at time K for a vector
 # H as
(( |X| p) (k))(K)=K&1 :
K
k=0
:

n=0
n p |(en , U(k) )|2.
This amounts to consider in Theorem A.1 the operator
AN= :
N
n=0
(en , } ) en .
Estimates (50) then holds in this case. Note that in the time independent
case, these arguments are also correct, and the bound (23), with
(( |X| p) (t))(T )=T &1 T0 (

n=0 n
p |(en , (t))| 2) dt, is also true; moreover
the projection assumption PH[&R, R] .=. is no longer necessary.
B. Bounds on the Moments in Term of Fractal Exponents
We collect here some consequences of Corollaries 2.10 and 2.14 in term
of fractal dimensions. In particular, we briefly show how our results apply
to recover the connections between the asymptotic behaviour of the
moments of order p and the Hausdorff dimension of spectral measures,
already established in previous articles [2, 8, 12].
Lemma B.1. For any : in [0,1], consider the set
D: #[. # H: _c.< s.t. ( |+^. |2)(T )c.T &: for any T>1], (51)
where ( |+^. |2)(T )#T &1 T0 |+^. |
2 (t) dt. Then the following identity holds:
D:=[. # H: _c.< s.t. S.(z)c.z: for any z # (0, 1)].
Proof. If S.(z)c.z:, then
( |+^. | 2)(T )eT &1 |

0
e&t
2T2 |+^. | 2(t) dt=eS.(T &1)ec.T &:. (52)
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On the other hand, if ( |+^. | 2)(T )c.T &:, then for F(T )=T0 |+^. |
2 (t) dt,
one has F(T )c.T 1&:. Integrating by parts gives
S.(z)ez |

0
e&t
2z2 |+^. |2 dt=z |

0
e&tzF $(t) dt
2z3 |

0
te&t2z2F(t) dt2c. \|

0
t(1&:)2e&t+ z:. (53)
The estimates (52) and (53) give the statement of the Lemma. K
As a consequence of Corollary 2.10 and Lemma B.1, one can establish:
Corollary B.2. Let V:=Span D: , where Span denotes the closure of
linear combinations of vectors from the considered set. If  # H is such that
its orthogonal projection PV: on V: is non-zero, then uniformly in T>1,
one has
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp, T :pd, (54)
for some strictly positive constant cp,  .
If PHac {0, where PHac is the orthogonal projection on the absolutely
continuous subspace for H, then
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp, T pd. (55)
Note that the proof of (55) is a straightforward consequence of the fact
that (see, e.g. [11])
V1 =[. # H: _c.< s.t. ( |+^. | 2)(T )c. T &1 for any T>1]
=[. # H: +^. # L2(R)]=Hac .
Remark B.3. (i) If  is such that PV: {0 for :=l(), then
Corollary B.2 implies
(( |X| p) (t))(T )cp, T pdl(),
i.e., we do not have the term = in the exponent.
(ii) Given a self-adjoint operator H, we denote by H:c the set of .
in H such that the spectral measure +. is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Hausdorff measure h:, i.e., for any S/R, h:(S)=0 implies
+.(S)=0. Consider the sets Huh: #[.: +. is U:H] (see Appendix C for a
definition of U:H ) and H: #SpanHuh: . For any : # (0, 1), Last showed
that H:=H:c /V: [12, Theorem 5.3]. This means that (54) implies the
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result of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [12]. In the case :=1, it is known that
H1c=V1=Hac . If for some : # (0, 1)
V: {H:c , (56)
then our result extends the one mentioned above. However, we do not
know whether (56) occurs for some :.
Lemma B.4. For a given self-adjoint operator H and : in [0,1], we
define the following closed subspaces of H,
L:=Span[. # H: D&2 (+.):], U:=Span[. # H: D
+
2 (+.):],
Clearly one has L: /U: . If PL: and PU: denote respectively the
orthogonal projection on L: and U: , we have the following identities:
l()=sup[: # [0, 1] s.t. PL: {0], u()=sup[: # [0, 1] s.t. PU: {0].
Proof. The results follow from the definition of l(), u() and the
obvious fact that for any set A, the orthogonal projection of  on Span A
is non zero if and only if there exists a vector . in A such that
(, .){0. K
For any  # H, we already know that [12, 2]
+&ess.sup d +
(x)=dimH(+)=sup[:: PHac{0], (57)
where dimH(+) is the Hausdorff dimension of the measure + , and
d
 +
(x)=lim inf=  0 log(+(x&=, x+=))log = is the lower local exponent of
+ at point x.
Corollary B.5. The following equalities hold:
sup[:: PV: {0]=dimH(+)=l().
Proof. In [12], Last has shown that for any : in (0,1) and =>0
sufficiently small,
V:+= /H:c /V: . (58)
On the other hand, if H1 and H2 are two closed subspaces such that
H1 /H2 , for any  # H, if PH1{0 then PH2 {0. Therefore, (57)
combined with (58) imply sup[:: PV: {0]=dimH(+).
Now, since
D&2 (+.)=&lim sup
T  
(log C.(T )log T ),
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where C.(T )=( |+^. |2)(T ), we see that for any =>0,
[.: ( |+^. |2)(T )c.T &:]/[.: D&2 (+.):]
/[.: ( |+^. |2)(T )c$.T &:+=],
therefore
V: /L: /V:&= . (59)
Then, (59) implies
sup[:: PV: {0]=sup[:: PL: {0]=l(). K
C. Strichartz Theorem
The aim of this section is to recall the Strichartz Theorem and to establish
its converse. Although we do not explicitly use this theorem for our main
result, it is useful to state it in order to compare with the different
approaches proposed in [2, 4, 8, 12].
Theorem C.1 (Strichartz [16]). We assume that + is a uniformly
:-Ho lder measure (U:H ), i.e., there exists a finite constant c such that for
+-a.e. x in R and all = in (0, 1),
+(x&=, x+=)c=:.
Let f be in L2(R, d+), then there exists a finite constant c+ depending only
on + such that
sup
T1
T :&1 |
T
0
|( f+) 7 (t)|2 dtc+ & f &2L2(R, d+) , (60)
where 7 denotes the Fourier transform.
The converse of this theorem is also true.
Theorem C.2. Let + be a positive and finite measure on R, and suppose
that there exists a constant c+ such that for all f in L2(R, d+) the inequality
(60) holds. Then + is a uniformly :-Ho lder measure.
Proof. Pick any x0 in R, and = in (0,1). Define f ( y)=/(x0&=, x0+=)( y) to
be the characteristic function of the interval I= (x0&=, x0+=). Note that
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& f &2L2(R, d+)=+(I=). Then, from Lemma 3.1 of Last [12], for T=(?2) =
&1
and d+f #f d+, we get
T &1 |
T
0
|+^f |2 (t) dt
1
2 |I= |I=
sin2((x& y) T2)
((x& y) T2)2
d+(x) d+( y)

2
?2
(+(I=))2. (61)
Thus, (60) and (61) imply
(+(I=))22c+ \?2+
2&:
=:+(I=).
Since this inequality holds independently of the choice of x0 , + is U:H. K
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